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The E3960 Flip Lid Cash Cassette delivers uncompromising 

performance and quality focused on low cost of ownership, 

ease of use and speed through the checkout. It additionally 

combines a high capacity insert tray with extensive media 

storage under the insert. The cassette can accommodate 

8 coins & 5 notes.

Global Solution Mounting
The E3960 Cash Cassette is connected to 

a baseplate (including legacy baseplates for 

easy adoption) that is firmly secured to the 

checkout counter top. Five point mounting 

system limits connector damage prolonging 

the cassette’s drawer life.

Currency Compatibility
The E3960 Cash Cassette offers high 

capacity note and coin storage and accepts 

currencies worldwide including Euro, 

Sterling and many others.

DurabilitySpeed and Efficiency
The robust ABS cassette is fitted with 

a solid moulded insert to resist even 

the toughest of retail environments. The 

E3960 plastic will not crack under usage 

permitting fewer replacements in circulation 

which saves on capital expenditures.

The E3960 Cash Cassette is routinely 

tested to ensure the lid opens 

consistently beyond 80°, providing 

full access to the drawer insert 

and allowing the cashier to service 

customers faster.

SecurityReliability
The E3960 Cash Cassette provides a 

status switch back to the PoS application 

and is fitted with a function lock. 

This Cash Cassette is built using high 

quality plastics and features a release 

mechanism that has been tested 

beyond 1M operation cycles to ensure 

that it performs flawlessly for the life of 

the POS system.

High Capacity Cash
Cassette

E3960
Cash Cassette
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Size 460 W x 100 H x 172 D mm

Style ABS construction and finish

Colour Black

Connectivity 12/24 V plug-in cable connects receipt
printers and POS systems 
(subject to validation)

Baseplate Metal construction. The cassette is released 
from the baseplate via a lever

Durability Tested to last beyond 1M operations

Warranty 1 Year

Insert Removable insert with 6 note and 8 coin 
compartments

Lock Dual function lock (electronic and manual 
opening) with 150 different key 
combinations

Currencies Accepts currencies worldwide including 
Euro, Sterling and many others

Accessories Alike lock weighable coin cup accessory kit

Environment Operating +0°C to 40°C Non-operating 
storage/shipping -30°C to +50°C

E3960 Cash Cassette Specifications

Best In Class Solutions

Part Numbers

*For more information on product warranties, view APG’s full warranty statement online at https://www.apgsolutions.com/warranty/
**Lifetime warranty only available for Series 4000 with registration.

apg has taken its 40+ years of cash management experience and now offers a suite of Best in Class cash drawer solutions. Our innovative designs are 
manufactured to meet the requirements of a variety of transactional environments all the while offering a consistent out-of-box lifetime performance. 
APG tests all of its cash drawers with the appropriate amount of weight for the Class/Family to emulate a loaded till at the retail point of sale.

EPK-DG460-C1
EPK-620-460

E3960 Cassette
E3960 Baseplate

M-43-198 Rev. F

Removable coin and note compartments Baseplate

Family 
Name Product Line Description Business

Environments Tested Warranty*

Soma™
Family

- Arlo™
- Minota™
- ECD

Cost-effective, highly functional 
economical cash drawers that 
offer excellent value.

Low transaction volumes 
such as Kiosks, Food trucks, 
& Specialty Retail.

500,000 
Transactions 
Tested with 4 lbs 
(1.8 kg)

Up to 1 year

Genesis™ 
Family

- Vasario®
- Phoenix
- Microlite
- STD2000 Lite
- E3000
- E3900

Standard cash drawers includes 
features, such as multi-function 
locks, drawer status reporting 
and interface options, found in 
more expensive cash drawers.

Medium transaction 
volumes such as 
Hospitality, Retail and 
Convenience.

1 Million
Transactions 
Tested with 6 lbs 
(2.7 kg)

Up to 3 years

Legend™ 
Family

- Series 4000
- Series 100
- SL3000
- E3600
-  MOD03/04
- MICRO

- Skimming Range
- STD2000
- MAXI
- FLEXI
- NANO
- CURVI

Exceeding customer & industry 
expectations, Legend cash draw-
ers are the ultimate heavy duty & 
performance cash drawers.

High transaction volumes 
such as Fast Food and 
Grocery.

4 Million
Transactions
Tested with 8
to 12 lbs
(3.6 - 5.5 kg)

Up to 5 years or 
lifetime limited 
warranty**


